“How did experiential learning help your career
navigation?”
Testimonial #1
“I was positive that I wanted to be a nurse. I started volunteering at the hospital to
see what working as a nurse was like. During my volunteering time, I realized that I
didn’t want to be a nurse because I got grossed out really easily, but I loved the
hospital environment and helping people. I started asking the hospital staff about
their jobs and one of the jobs I learned about was an ultrasound technician. Because
they knew me, they let me job shadow the ultrasound technician for a few
afternoons. I am going to explore more health care jobs, but I am pretty sure that I
will start planning for this one.”
Testimonial #2
“I was working as a computer programmer, but was bored. I thought that I might be
interested in carpentry because it looked fun. I took a woodworking class at the
college to see what it was like and really enjoyed it. I had a chance to job shadow my
aunt, who was a professional carpenter. It was actually not at all what I expected, but
it was fun! She allowed me to follow her around for a couple more days, and now I
know for sure this is the career I want!”
Testimonial #3
“I wanted to become an animal control officer. My high school guidance counsellor
gave me the name of a woman he knew at the Humane Society and I set up an
informational interview with her. She told me about an animal protection youth
committee that I could sit on that would get me more familiar with the field, grow my
network, and would give me great experience for my resume. This committee led to
new opportunities and I’m excited for what it will lead to next!”

Testimonial #4
“I did so much experiential learning. I volunteered, job shadowed, and did
informational interviews. I started feeling it was useless because I still didn’t know
what I wanted to do. I ended up taking a part time job at a call centre. I didn’t enjoy
it, but I was good at it. Through my experiential learning, I developed many skills and
learned about what employers wanted. This made it easier for me to do well in my
job. When another job became available in another department, I was able to point to
these skills and show the employer how I was good for the job. I was hired as a
supervisor for the security team. I liked it, did well, and was promoted to manager. I
enjoy my current position, and I see that I can continue to move up in the
department.
Testimonial #5
“When doing my career research, I thought maybe I would like to work in
manufacturing. I had an informational interview and thought a manufacturing career
sounded awesome! The person I interviewed offered to take me on a tour of his
facilities. After the tour, I knew this was not a good place for me because there was a
lot of noise and I am very sensitive to noise and get headaches. Now I can start
looking at other careers or other manufacturing environments that will be better for
me.”

